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Background CRP is an acute-phase protein produced primarily in response to interleukin-6 via transcriptional activation of the STAT3. Recent data have provided mechanistic insights into the immune suppressive role of elevated CRP by elucidating its influence on effector T-cell function and antigen presentation. Furthermore, melanoma patients in Checkmate-064 treated with ICIs demonstrated significantly inferior outcomes associated with CRP > 10 mg/l in NSCLC patients treated with ICIs based therapies. The potential influence of the immune suppressive effects of elevated CRP and IL-6 on the anti-tumor efficacy of ICIs needs prospective evaluation and could potentially be exploited as a therapeutic avenue in NSCLC.

Abstract 32 Figure 1 Kaplan-Meier Curves with 95% CI for PFS and OS

Significantly inferior median PFS and OS were seen for patients with CRP-H vs. CRP-N.
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Background Clearance of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) following checkpoint blockade (CB) can precede radiographic response, though current state of the art ctDNA detection via targeted panels faces limited sensitivity in low burden disease (figure 1). We previously showed that whole genome sequencing (WGS) of plasma can overcome low input of ctDNA to dynamically track low volume malignancy using matched tumor tissue. We therefore sought to evaluate
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